Patriot™ by the Numbers

**Constantly Tested**
- 1,500+ Flight Tests
- &
- 3,200+ Ground Tests

**Combat Proven by 5 Countries**
- 200+ Combat Engagements
- 100+ Tactical Ballistic Missiles Intercepted in Combat Since 2015

**Proven Capabilities Against**
- Military Aircraft
- Helicopters
- Drones
- Tactical Ballistic Missiles (TBMs)
- Cruise Missiles

**$5+ Billion**
- In contracts since March 2015
- U.S. Army has committed to fielding Patriot through at least 2048

**220+ Fielded Fire Units**

**16 Nations Depend on Patriot**

**Patriot Can Employ Multiple Interceptors**
- Guidance Enhanced Missile (GEM) Family of Effectors
  - Over 90TBMs intercepted since January 2015
- Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3)
- Skyceptor™ Poland Proposed
- Pac-3 Missile Segment Enhancement (MSE)

**Constantly Modernized to Outpace the Threat**

**16 Nation Patriot Partnership**
- Invests ~$200M annually in modernization and upgrades